Cut out each rectangle tag, then cut out the numbered circles on the last page and paste a number onto each tag to create your own 12 Days of Christmas gift activity.

Christmas is...
CHRIST

Christmas is...
GIVING

Christmas is...
SHARING
Christmas is...

FAMILY

Christmas is...

LOVE

Christmas is...

MUSIC
Cut out each rectangle tag, then cut out the numbered circles on the last page and paste a number onto each tag to create your own 12 Days of Christmas gift activity.

Christmas is...

**DECORATIONS**

Christmas is...

**FOOD**

Christmas is...

**FRIENDSHIP**
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Cut out each rectangle tag, then cut out the numbered circles on the last page and paste a number onto each tag to create your own 12 Days of Christmas gift activity.

Christmas is...
SERVICE

Christmas is...
LIGHT

Christmas is...
JOY
Cut out these numbers and paste one onto each of the 12 Days of Christmas tags, in the order you want.

1  2  3
4  5  6
7  8  9
10 11 12